Discover the latest innovation in Digital Signage Technology

A long-awaited advancement in digital signage housing
bringing together intuitive design with reliable longevity.

Meet the Artus Indoor Series
The Artus Indoor Series display enclosures are a newly developed range
of housing for digital screens. Designed and built with integrators in mind,
the Artus Series is made to suit a wide-range of hardware, allowing for
seamless installation and complete customization of the internal components
and exterior adornments.

FEATURES & BENEFITS
Boasting absolute accessibility and adaptability,
the Artus Indoor Series are fully designed and
manufactured in Australia.
Expert consideration of the build has resulted in
a truly impressive range of display housings.

Chassis
Build
Fabricated Steel primary chassis and complete weldment
Combination of purposefully specified tubular steel sections,
thick structural plate and pressed components
Foundation
8x fixing points for direct mounting or adaptation to additional accessory base products
Split and spaced array of holes creates incredibly rigid foundation
Central 120mm x 80mm rectangular port for direct power feed
Adaptability
Single sided units can be transformed into a double sided unit if required, and vice-versa

Accessibility
Double-hinged swing Doors
Bolted & hinged pivot point allow primary screen doors to be swung open in either direction.
Once primary door is opened, the screen itself can be swung away as a double-swing door to access in between
the LCD & glass area, or be completely lifted and removed via the secondary lift-off hinge.
Lower doors
Access to the lower enclosed area can be gained on either side via the double-locked removable steel panels.
This can be accessed while the main door is closed.
Access may be required for power feed management, induction filter interchange, etc.

Security & Protection
Double Glazed Security Glass

The “Double-hinged swing “screen” Doors” are complete with double glazed
security glass permanently sealed into position within the door frame.
The glass has an internally applied black printed frame, offering a consistently gloss finish
to the exterior, slim metal bezel & discrete integration of the LCD into the front face.

Security Bolted Door-Frame

4 point tamper-proof bolts used to affix & hinge each swing door

Double Locked Lower Void

2 locks used to secure the lower void door, integrated into the extremities with all edges enclosed. Seen on both sides.

Cooling
Passive cooling
With a total of 6x universal fan-mounting points that are sealed with Neoprene grommets,
selective locations can be removed for passive cooling in cold climate locations and/or where hardware allows.
Generic Fan positioning
Up to 5x 70x70 axial fans can be applied across the lower induction panel, 6th port to be retained for cable channeling.
Exhaust through top
Allowing nature to take its course, we’ve ensured that the natural vertically moving bias of hot-air has an effortless exit
through the top of the unit

Single filtered induction system (Additional Extra)

Optional - Ensuring any dust & unwanted particles are stopped before they enter the unit, our filtered induction
cooling system cleans the air & positively charges the entire body. This mitigates risk of build-up to the internals
hardware while keeping all components cool

Double filtered induction systems (Additional Extra)

Optional - For hot environment placement or to ensure best-practice, 2x Filtered induction systems can be seamlessly deployed.

Positively charged (Benefit from Additional Extra)

Benefit from Option - Bringing the air from a centralised point creates a positively charged pressure zone, forcing
the heated air outward from the predetermined positioning, ensuring that no dust & unwanted particles can enter
the unit from the top or any other location.

Technology & Internal Management
Adaptable Control board
With a dynamic mounting array which accommodates a wide range
of hardware mouthing methods, the adaptable control board has a
mountable footprint of 920mm H x 300mm W, allowing you to outfit
this zone with a wide selection of media hosting, power management
& networking products.
Screen bracket
The secondary screen bracket is a single piece item which is precisely
manufactured & toleranced for the screen of choice, accurately presenting
the product within a true central position of the primary door frame.
The screen bracket can lift-off from its position via the spigot hinges for
the likes of screen interchange or major service.
Alternate brackets are available for different screens or a bracket can be
custom manufactured for a preferred screen of choice (within certain spatial parameters)
Neoprene grommet blanks
Blanking plates with integrated neoprene grommets cover unoccupied fan positions across the induction board,
ensuring that all air brought into the main body is centralised. These grommets can be pierced for cable feeding

Additional extras
Dress Kit
The standard unit body has mounting points positioned on either side of the primary body for adaptive and dress purposes.
Existing kits available range from illumination solutions, cladding solutions through to floral kits.
Custom kits can be developed for specific quantity & scale purposes
Base
The unit itself is designed to be permanently affixed to a concrete slab as a permanent immovable object but the Base attachment can unlock improved portability, transportability & variety of deployment
A primary highlight of the base is the over-bars, which are primarily used for logistics & handling purposes
with the likes of a pallet-truck or forklift.
The base also offers stylised protection from cart intrusion & kicking - if placement is within a precarious environment
Handle Set
The Handle set allows 2 technicians to securely handle the unit primarily for installation purposes
The Handles simply spigot into the side of the unit, within structural predetermined positions.
These then screw-affix internally, ensuring that the unit can be completely managed without risk of dislodgement.
Handles have an offset loop bias, meaning that the handles can be reversed for a preferred higher or lower gripping position.

Range Options

Model

ARTUS 55

ARTUS 65

ARTUS 75

Format Options

ARTUS 55S
Single Sided Unit

ARTUS 65S
Single Sided Unit

ARTUS 75S
Single Sided Unit

ARTUS 55D
Double Sided Unit

ARTUS 65D
Double Sided Unit

ARTUS 75D
Double Sided Unit

55”

65”

75”

Cooling

Add axial fans in up to
5 positions on lower
induction panel

Add axial fans in up to
5 positions on lower
induction panel

Add axial fans in up to
5 positions on lower
induction panel

Filtration

Add in Single Filtered
Induction System

Add in Single Filtered
Induction System

Add in Single Filtered
Induction System

Add in Double Filtered
Induction System

Add in Double Filtered
Induction System

Add in Double Filtered
Induction System

Dress Kit

Select from existing kits
or request customization

Select from existing kits
or request customization

Select from existing kits
or request customization

Portability

Include Base Attachment

Include Base Attachment

Include Base Attachment

Include Handle Set

Include Handle Set

Include Handle Set

Display size
Internal Additional Options

External Additional Options

Specs

938
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171
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